Residential Laundry Service and Maintenance 2015-2020 Addendum 1

This addendum is intended to correct a quantity error for one of our current laundry rooms. The addendum also identifies omitted model numbers for white-finish versions of desired appliances. Proposals should include a cost comparison for stainless steel and white cabinet body options.

Page 6: Under Current Conditions, the quantities listed for Grad Hall should be: 6 washers and 5 dryers.

Page 7: Desired Brand/Models include the following (added model numbers are in **bold**)

Washer: Speed Queen Quantum SFNWYASP113TN01 or **SFNWYASP113TW01** or equivalent

Dryer (Stacking): Speed Queen Quantum SSGNYAGS113TN01 or **SSGWYAGS113TW01** or equivalent

Dryer (Single Load – Gas): Speed Queen Quantum SDGNYAGS113TN01 or **SDGWYAGS113TW01** or equivalent

Dryer (Single Load – Electric): Speed Queen Quantum SDENYAGS173TN01 or **SDEWYAGS173TW01** or equivalent